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My PhD research uses counterfactual methods to investigate the narrative of missed opportunities that has surrounded the relationship between the United States and
Iran. This narrative explicitly and implicitly states that the fundamental barrier that has prevented the United States and Iran from reaching cooperation over the issues that
have long divided them is one of misperception and misunderstanding. Using two particular episodes in the US-Iran relationship since 2001 as case studies, the project
aims to scrutinise the missed opportunities argument by counterfactually asking whether more accurate perceptions and understandings of the other would have made any
difference to the recent history of US-Iran relations.
In investigating this case, the project also strives to contribute to understandings of the security dilemma in International Relations theory. This is because a specific
parallel exists which links the ‘missed opportunities’ argument to a central contention found in much of the security dilemma literature. This contention states that if only
actors could accurately gauge the perceptions of their adversaries, then security dilemma conflicts could be, to some extent at least, overcome. By using counterfactual
methods, the aim of the project is to therefore speak to both this theoretical concern while also addressing the contentious issue of whether opportunities for cooperation
have been missed by the US and Iran since 2001.
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During the first year of the PhD I was the research assistant on the ‘Challenges to Trust-Building in Nuclear Worlds’ project within the ICCS. My doctoral research is
funded by the ESRC.
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